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La Brea Tar Pits--George Page Museum--just off Wilshire Boulevard
the middle of Los Angeles?
Sure!
I'd love to fossil there!

in

That was my reaction when my husband told me he'd arranged with a
business associate whose wife, Judith Golden, had worked at the museum,
for me to spend a day at the tar pits while we were in California in August
or the Neptune encounter (business for him, pleasure for m~...
L~
Never would I pass up an opportunity to fossil-but--what were the tar pits?
What type of fossils
were there, and from what period?
Of course I turned
to the very best source of information on such matters,
the Calvert Marine Museum.
Craig DeTample loaned me
the book "Sabertooth Cats and Imperial Mammoths--A
Guidebook to Fossil Hunting in Southern California"
by James and Laurie MacDonald, and advised me to take
along plenty of acetone to wash off the tar. Robert
Hurry helped me find information in the museum's
library and Sandy Roberts gave me an Ecphora, one of
her treasured Maryland state fossil finds.

Sabertooth

cat skull

The day scheduled for my tar pit tour just happened to precede the
evening Voyager II would be sending back its nearest encounter pictures
of Neptune's moon, Triton, so I was looking forward to an exciting 24 hours
and I certainly was not disappointed.
Driving from Pasadena to L.A. through
the heavy morning traffic my husband and I marveled that a 23 acre park,
museum and fossil area would be located amid the second largest city in the
United States.
But, there it was and there also was the very congenial
curator of the George Page Museum, George Jefferson.
After my husband left
for his business appointment George and I got acquainted over a cup of coffee
and we exchanged gifts.
Sandy's Ecphora and a few fossils from the Fairhaven
area of Calvert Cliffs and a copy of Wallace Ashby's "Fossils of Calvert
tiffs" from our museum store for him and a copy of his and John Harris'
~- Rancho La Brea, Treasure of the Tar pits" for me.
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The idea for the George Page Museum, a satellite facility of the
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles, was conceived by a Nebraska farm
boy who made his fortune in California after moving there at the age of
16. George Page was so fascinated with this Ice Age fossil area that he
offered to build a museum there.
It was dedicated in April, 1977.
It's
location in "Hancock Park" is a richly fossiliferous section of a former
Mexican land grant, Rancho La Brea (the tar ranch).
The museum houses
most of the late Pleistocene (4,000 to 40,000 years) fossils, more than
565 species, from over 100 excavations made at La Brea since the early
1900's.
The value of the natural asphalt the fossils were buried in was
discovered long before the fossil value was realized.
The Indians used
the tar as a glue and as caulking for canoes and the later settlers used
it for roofing tar.
It wasn't until 1875, when Major Henry Hancock, the
owner of the Ranchero, presented a sabertooth cat's canine to a Boston
professor of Natural History that the true antiquity and importance of
the fossils were discovered.
After Captain Hancock gave Los Angeles County the right to excavate
at Rancho La Brae for a two year period,the Natural History Museum staff
unearthed more than three quarters -of a million bones.
In 1915 Captain Hancock donated these fossils to the museum and shortly thereafter the 23
acres now known as Hancock Park.
Since fossiling was uppermost on my mind, I was eager to visit the
pits but first George walked me behind the scenes, introducing me to the
people involved in the research and educational pursuits of this exceptional facility.
Next we toured the museum exhibits, many of which were
built to attract children.
They especially enjoy watching the cleaning
and preparation of fossils through the glass walls of a mid-museum laboratory, the mechanically animated hairy mammoth (a monstrous teenager that
needed an oil job to quiet his squeaks), the "pit your strength against
the asphalt" pull machine and the hands on asphalt-soaked bone of a giant
ground sloth.
People were waiting in lines to view the two bone fading
to flesh or "Pepper's Ghost Illusion" exhibits--one a sabertooth tiger;
the other the only human found in the pits, a 20 to 25 year old female of
9,000 years ago.
As we walked through the busy park grounds to the only pit excavation
in progress, I discovered my mistake in imagining deep pits of hot tar.
The
"pits 'I were formed by crude oil seeping up through cracks in the earth.
The petroleum portion evaporated, leaving sticky pools 6f natural asphalt
which are actually shallow pools or "seeps" in which animals and plants
were captured in shallow surface sheets.
Due to lack of funding, pit 91
is excavated only two months out of each year and according to Eric, the
"pit boss", it is heartbreaking to stop excavating the gridded off areas
at the bottom of the pit each year because they are "chock full of bones"
as one paleontologist described the 1.5 million vertebrates and 2.5 million
invertebrate5recovered
from deposits there.
Before leading me down the 12 foot ladder to the bottom of the pit
Eric handed me heavy rubber knee-boots and warned me to walk on the boards
laid between the 3 foot square sections of gridded off areas at the pit
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~ttom.
The large, room-sized pitt overlooked by a glass enclosed observa_ion structure for park visitors, was filled with a mysterious sensation
of an earlier time when huge ground sloths, sabertooth cats (the sabertooth
cat is California's state fossil), dire wolves and mammoths moved over the
land.
The remains of these animals lay at my feet, jumbled together in
black, sticky coneshaped masses.
Kneeling beside a grid I gently touched
and tried to identify a protruding bone.
The necessity for keeping detailed
records of fossil type and location in each grid, while it is being excavated,
6 inches at a time, was very understandable.
The fossils are placed in separate containers with excavation data for preparation and cataloging in the
laboratory.
After the large fossils have been removed from each grid the
remaining sediment is placed in screen baskets and bathed in solvent to
remove the asphalt.
Amid the cleaned material are found very small microfossils such as seeds, insects, plants, snails and tiny bones and teeth.
A solvent, as well as an ultrasonic tank is used to further clean specimens
in the lab, so you can readily imagine one of the museum's main problems
is solvent disposal.
Stacks of sealed containers are waiting for disposal
permission.
After my pit visit and solvent hand wash, Eric took me into his work
trailer where recently excavated specimens were stored in individual containers.
One of his prize finds was a tiny, never before recorded, rabbit's
tooth.
Lunch with George's round table "lunch bunch" was a delight.
Among
he diners were laboratory lady Shelley Cox, who knew CMM's Dr. Eshelman,
.ld a student from Scotland who was doing research on sabertooth cats.
George told us some of his interesting adventures, including one which
involved his tracking of a VERY rare, tail-dragging reptile while he was
with a Leakey expedition in Iran.
After lunch I toured the laboratory where a half dozen people were
cleaning, sorting and cataloging fossils while museum visitors watched
through windowed walls.
A huge chunk of sand, clay, asphalt and fossil
material sat on a mid-room platform ready for dissection.
Lasers, located
on the ~eiling above the platform were set to penetrate the mass and send
messages to a computer revealing what was inside and where it was located.
Shelley told me how she and other staff members had each excavated a large
chunk of La Brea earth by digging deep trenches around the chosen area,
zigzagging around specimens as they came to them.
Halfway through she
ran smack into the middle of an equine spine.
Since it was too large to
go around she had to gather her courage and her strength, give it a mighty
blow and break the bone cleanly so it could be fitted together again later.
I found very interesting the museum's restoration of extinct animals
and the process used in making replicas of fossils found in the pits and
ordered by various educational institutions.
The originals of these and
all other fossils found on site are stored in what appears to be acres of
floor to ceiling storage shelves and drawers.
Each fossil type has its
individual area and all are very well organized.

It seemed my day at the La Brea tar pits was much too short as I bid
George and his staff goodbye and left with my husband to watch the results
of a probe into space.
Surprisingly fossils and space research appear
similar in many respects.
Basically humans are searching the unknown for
clues to the way it was and, perhaps, the way it will be.
For anyone planning a trip to the L.A. area I highly recommend the
Page Museum.
It is located at 5801 Wilshire Blvd.
The hours are 10 A.M.
to 5 P.M. Tuesday through Sunday.
Adults $3, students and senior citizens
#1.50, children 5 to 12 years $.75. Admission is free to everyone the
2nd Tuesday of each month.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES

Patuxent

River Appreciation

Days

On Saturday and Sunday, October 7 and 8, the CMM Fossil Club was
once again one of the most popular exhibitors at PRAD.
Mike and Kathy
Ellwood, Donna Richardson, George Fonger, Norm Riker and Sandy Roberts
identified fossils, explained preparation techniques, sold fossil books,
repeated the history of Calvert Cliffs and guarded with their lives the
large Carcharodon megalodon tooth on loan for the occasion from the
Marine Museum.
We offer special thanks to Paul and Margaret Kraft for
supplying the special gravel that was carefully inspected by hundreds
of children in the ever popular "Find Your Own Shark's Tooth" sandbox.

Fall '89 at Lee Creek
by Donna Richardson
Fifty CMM Fossil Club members made their semiannual, never-give-up
hoping-for-a-big-tooth
pilgrimage to Aurora on October 14. It appeared
to have rained recently, but as the day heated up the mine dried out and
the teeth started to become visible.
Unusual features of the trip included
lovely weather and the fact that Becky Hyne didn't find a five-inch tooth
(probably for the first time on record).
Usual features included many
nice small finds and some-to-kill-for
large ones.
Among the significant
goodies:
Sidney Welles found a perfect four inch Carcharodon megalodon
tooth (though no one had film left to memorialize it on the site).
Calvin
Taylor found a seal tooth and Everett Wilcox found a beautiful 4 5/8"
Carcharodon tooth.
It was lying fully exposed in the path surrounded by
the footprints of other less fortunate collecto~s.
Everett also picked
up a nice 6 inch sperm whale tooth.
On leaving the mine, several club
members took time to visit the fossil museum in Aurora.
They, inspected
the interesting collection from Texas Gulf, viewed a slide show and bought
T-shirts.
The museum is worth a visit.
It remains open until 4:30 p.m.
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Fossil

Identification

Day at Calvert

State Park

On Sunday, October 15, Sandy Roberts represented the fossil club at
a Fossil Identification Day sponsored by the Calvert State Park near
Lusby, Maryland.
Nearly 800 visitors stopped by her exhibit to view and
handle fossils, buy fossil books from the CMM Museum Shop and to have
the fossils that they had collected from the nearby cliffs identified.
Pield Trip to Langley

Bluff and Chancellor's

by Eleanor

Point

Cofer

Despite all the dire, late night predictions of rain, cloudy and
cold weather, October 21 dawned bright and beautiful, as 12 members of
the fossil club crossed the bridge to St. Marys County.
We were heading
for the St. Marys Formation at Langley Bluff.
Although the area is noted
for its steady output of fossilized crabs we found only one good sized
fragment.
We did find Pleistocene oysters and other mollusks, several
ecphora, ear bone of a marine mammal, and a piece of the carapace of a
leatherback turtle.
Busyconfusiforme,
Aurinia mutabilis and B. coronatum
were found along with a fish tooth (Lagodon).
The inevitable small shark
teeth (mainly Hemipri~tis) were also found.
Langley Bluff is known for
being one of the few, and possibly the best, remaining marine Pleistocene
~sites in Maryland.
The group then went on to Chancellor's Point where
:here is a greater area of fossil exposure.
In spite of a strong inshore
wind (causing what should have been low tide to cover the shoreline up
to the bank) we were able to find Fissuridae, Ecphora, a fine specimen
of Crucibuzum pileolum, Buccinofusus parlis, and naturally Conus diluvian~~><
There are other areas along the Potomac
may wish to explore at some other date.

Lost in the Wilds

of Western

in St. Marys which

the group

Maryland

by Donna Richardson
On November 12, six feckless CMM members trekked to several of the
Western Maryland sites in John Glaser's guidebook to Maryland fossil
locales.
The site at Hancock yielded a few nice gastropods
(Platyceras)
and brachiopods
(Costispirifer) in an aesthetically pleasing white sandstone, which unfortunately is also the consistency of concrete.
The rest
of the trip consisted of the three most foolish people getting lost in the
wilds of western Maryland and West Virginia looking for the site at Spring
Gap (you haven't lived til you've driven for fifteen miles over one-lane
severely-winding roads which look like paved cowpaths but have been assigned
route numbers by some crazed state official).
We should have KNOWN that
this site was not officially scheduled on the trip for a good reason.
The
)eauty of the day and the scenery made up for the frustration (well,
almost) .
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Junior

Fossil

Club Field Trip

On November 18, following a short program of "hands on" fossil
identification at the Calvert Marine Museum, 14 youngsters, their
parents and CMM fossil club members Sandy Roberts and Craig DeTarnple
carpooled to Calvert Cliffs to spend several hours collecting fossils
from the Choptank Formation.
Shark teeth, ray plates and turtle material
were found.
Most sought after were the giant double valved scallops,
Chesapecten nefrens.
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RECENT FINDS

Discoveries

from Popes Creek and Liverpool

Point

by Dick Grier
In June, 1989, Bob Smith and I went collecting in the Lower Eocene
Nanjemoy Formation at Popes Creek, Charles County.
At dusk, after having
found but 4 shark teeth along a two mile expanse of beach, Bob found a
2~ inch specimen of Carcharodon auriculatus
(Blainville) among the
cobbles.
He found it as he stopped to walk under a fallen tree.
Needless to say, he was delighted, and strutted all the way back to the car.
The specimen was complete, including the ear-like denticles.
The effect
of the permineralization
was different on the inside .(blue-gray) than
on the outside (white).
During the following month, while Bob and I were collecting at
Liverpool Point, Charles County (Aquia Formation-Upper
Paleocene), I
found a 64rnrn(2~ inch) specimen of Lamna obliqua Agassiz partially buried
on the beach at the strand line. After checking with some local collectors, I found out that the tooth is of near record size for the species
in Maryland.
The tooth is complete with a sharp crown.
Also found were
a 2-inch crocodile (Thecacharnpsa) tooth, a myliobatid dental pavement
and a I-inch lamnid vertebral centrum.

Cretaceous

Dinosaur

Remains

in Maryland

A number of lower Cretaceous dinosaur fragments have been found in
recent months, mostly near Muirkirk, Maryland.
Most have been teeth or
small bone fragments.
From another site, a large (18 inches in width)
distal end of a sauropod femur was recently found and donated to the
Smithsonian.
Most sauropod remains from Maryland have been from small
individuals; the new find is in the size range'of the large Diplodocus
on display at the Smithsonian.
Thin sections made from a sample of the
specimen confirm that it is bone.
The site was visited by Smithsonian
staff, but no additional fossils were found.
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Rare Fossil Ray Material

Found

by Bob wiest
Dave Wells has made some significant finds locally of fossil ray
teeth.
He found Aetobatis material within Bed B of the Potapaco Member
within the Nanjemoy Formation.
Previously the oldest record of Aetobatis
was from the Upper member of the-Nanjemoy, the Woodstock.
Dave also
found Plinthicus stenodon in the ·Calvert Formation north of Holland Cliff
on the Patuxent River.
Plinthicus has been found, but not officially
reported, in various beds ranging from the Popes Creek Sand Member through
Bed 12. Dave has donated his finds to the -Smithsonian Museum of Natural
History.

NEW PUBLICATION

Palaeocarcharodon
orientalis (Sinzow) (Neoselachii:Cretoxyrhinidae),
the Paleocene of Maryland, U.S.A.
By Gerald R. Case -(1989)
Palaeovertebrata
19(1).

from

Mr. Case reports Palaeocarcharodon
from the Aquia Formation (Paleocene)
locality on Central Avenue, just inside the Washington, D.C., Beltway.
He reports that the name P. orientalis has priority over the name
P. landanensis.
There is-an excellent photographic plate of the teeth.
Several CMM fossil club members are acknowledged for contributing specimens or data:
Walter and Nancy John, William and Caroiyn Heim, Spencer
and Susan Cocherl, Bob Wiest, and Gene Hartstein.

BETTY

CRIDLIN'S

ELEGANT

ECPHORA

by Donna Richardson

Betty Cridlin says that she has been collecting fossils ever since
she found sharks' teeth at North Beach when she was six years old. Now
that this former NASA illustrator has retired with her husband Maurice
to the Chesapeake Ranch Club, she indulges in her hobby with greater
frequency (MUCH greater--she walks the beach almost every day).
As a
result, she has amassed a lovely collection of fossil teeth, vertebrate
remains (including a rare tapir tooth which she donated to the Smithsonian.
See Fall 1989 issue of The Ecphora), and shells.
Her favorites are Ecphora which are abundant_ in this location.
The
Chesapeake Ranch Club is located near Little Cove Point and the cliffs
there consist mainly of the Little Cove Point Member of the St. Marys
Formation (Beds 20-23 of the St. Marys Formation are also known as the
Little Cove Point Member of the st. Marys Formation).
According to
Ed Petuch's somewhat controversial book on Ecphora, there are two main
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species of Ecphora at Little Cove Point (in Beds 22-23):
Ecphora germonae and Ecphora asheri.
(Ward and Gilinsky
consider all are the subspecies Ecphora gardnerae
germonae.)
The former does not look much different
from the four-ribbed E. gardnerae found on the St. Marys
River, except for being somewhat thicker and coarser,
with less pronounced T-shaped ribs.
E. asheri is interesting for its possession of five ribs.
Betty has plenty
of both, but her collection is particularly intriguing
because she has numerous specimens which have a much
greater variation in the number of big and small ribs
than Petuch's book accounts for.
She has whole and
Ecphora
4 ribs
partial specimens with five, six and even (if your eyes
are good) up to twelve ribs.
These ribs are not of the
same size (some are large and some are fine "riblets" between the larger
ribs), but the arrangement of large and small ribs is extremely variable
(suggesting additional species or individual variation or developmental
problems?).
Betty's artistic background has led her to create beautiful drawings
of her prizes.
She also puts her talents to use restoring the many broken
Ecphora that she finds on the beach.
She described to me a technique which
uses simple materials to create fantastic results.
Betty always signs her
restored Ecphor~ to avoid confusing them with originals.
Her recipe is as
follows:
mix a small amount of Plaster of Paris (cheap and available at
all hardware stores) with water, to the consistency of whipping cream
(about 3 parts water to one of plaster).
Slowly build up the broken
edges of the shell with plaster (which Betty applies with her finger).
Do several shells at a time, coming back to the first
one and adding another layer of plaster after the
first one dries.
Carve with an Exacto knife before
the plaster is completely hardened; paint with acrylic paints (both available in hobby shops).
The
plaster sets up in its container quickly (10-15 minutes)
so you have to work rapidly.
Dump it out when hardened
and wash utensils in water; don't "plumbun" your sink
by rinsing the plaster down the drain!
It takes Betty
several hours to restore one shell, though she does
several at a time.
Her restored specimens are enough
to make a person rush off to try duplicating them
immediately, but Betty warns that it took her a number
of "practice" shells before she reached her present
Ecphora
6 ribs
proficiency.
A word of advice.
Really unusual partial
Ecphora, and even fragments, might best be left unrestored.
They may be useful in studying variation in the genus.
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QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS

Beginning with the present issue, we will include a section on
"Questions and Answers" in our newsletter.
If you have ever wondered
about prehistoric life or puizled over a fossil that you found on the
beach, write and ask us and after consulting with our experts at the
Calvert Marine Museum and the Smithsonian, we will do our best to answer.
Address your questions to: Editor, "The Ecphora", Calvert Marine Museum,
P.O. Box 97, Solomons, MD
20688.
Question:

DO SHARKS HAVE TONGUES:

Most sharks do.
They also have taste buds on the floor of the
mouth and on the tongue.
In sharks that have a tongue, the floor of
the mouth is supported by a special cartilage.
All sharks have the
cartilage, but not all sharks have a movable tongue.
The cookie-cutter
shark has a movable tongue.
When it presses its mouth against its prey,
it retracts its tongue to form a vacuum.
The suction helps it maintain
its position against the body of its victim while its razor sharp teeth
carve out a plug of flesh.
(Sharks in Question.
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OF INTEREST
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Friday,
7:30 p.m.
Calvert Marine Museum Auditorium.
Slide
Program:
"SEARCH FOR PREHISTORIC MAN AND THE LAND OF TURKANA".
A. Harvey Schreter will speak about Dr. Richard Leakey's recent
finds of Homo erectus in northern Kenya as well as the modern
nomadic peoples living in the region.
Free to members.
$1.00
for general public.
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Saturday, 1:30 p.m.
Calvert Marine Museum.
JUNIOR FOSSIL CLUB
MEETING.
Hands on introduction to fossils from Calvert Cliffs.
Youngsters 8 to 14 are invited behind the scenes in the paleo-lab.
Bring any fossils that you want identified.
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Tuesday, 10 a.m. FOSSIL CLUB FIELD TRIP TO THE SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY.
Meet at "Uncle Beasley" (Triceratops statue)
at the mall entrance of the National Museum of Natural History.
We will have a tour of laboratories, collections and exhibits.
A special visit may be made to the modern marine mammals storage
area.
We will have lunch at the museum and have time to visit
book and gift shops.
Dave Bohaska will be our leader and we will
meet and talk with Bob Purdy, Clayton Ray, Frank Whitmore, Ray Rye
and Mary Parrish.
Bring your fossils for identification.
Limited
to 15; reservations required (call CMM 326-2042).
If you wish to
see particular specimens in the research collections advance
request will be appreciated.

----
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FEBRUARY
24

Saturday, 2:00 p.m. Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History,
Naturalist Center. Lecture by Dr. Robert Weems "CURRENT RESEARCH
ON TRIASSIC DINOSAUR FOOTPRINTS OF THE CULPEPPER BASIN IN VIRGINIA".
Dr. Weems of the U.S. Geological Survey in Reston, Va., will describe
the discovery of over 1000 fossil footprints in a six acre 215 million
year old sandstone quarry. It may well be the most important dinosaur
discovery ever made in Virginia. General public welcome.
MARCH

3

Saturday, 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. FOSSIL IDENTIFICATION DAY AT THE
NATURALIST CENTER of the National Museum of Natural History,
Washington, D.C. Members of the museum research department will
join the staff of the NC to assist visitors in identifying their
fossils. The NC is a unique resource center and club members are
encouraged to make use of its scientific equipment, library, specimen
collection and staff. Call (202) 357-2804 for more information.
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Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. Clearwater Nature Center, Cosca Regional Park,
Clinton, MD. Southern Maryland Audubon Society Lecture by David
Bohaska.
"FOSSIL COLLECTING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION". Dave
will speak on the fossils of Calvert Cliffs and field work by the
Smithsonian Institution and the Calvert Marine Museum. The program
is free and the public is invited to attend.
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Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. THE DELAWARE VALLEY
PALEONTOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S FOSSIL FAIR at the Academy of Sciences
in Philadelphia. Volunteers are needed to represent our fossil
club, demonstrate fossil preparation and answer questions about
the Maryland Miocene. This is an excellent opportunity to visit
the Academy and to meet members of the DVPS. Call Mike Ellwood
for more information (301) 434-1032. Maybe a group could get
together and carpool to Philadelphia for this event.

17, 18

Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY
GEM, MINERAL AND LAPIDARY SHOW at the Montgomery County Fairgrounds
in Gaithersburg, MD. Volunteers are needed to man our fossil club
display table. Other clubs will be exhibiting gems, minerals and
fossils. High quality specimens will be on sale. Call Mike
Ellwood (303) 434-1032 if you can help for a few hours or for
a day.

